
Emerging 
Technologies 
which will impact 
the world in next 
decade

Dear Students,

One can begin a Journey enthusiastically
only when he is aware of the destination.
The world is changing rapidly, and you must
be aware of what to expect in the coming
decade. Smart decisions can be made only
when you have the right information.

We have dedicated this semester to
‘Emerging Technologies which will Impact
the world in next decade’.

I would deliver a Keynote address in this
context. Have brough in relevant topics
which can be helpful for you in shaping your
future.

Be sure not to miss it.

Vishal P Pandey



Emerging Technologies which will 
impact the world in next decade
Dear Students,

Past few years have brought astonishing developments in science &
technology which allow us to understand the laws of nature- from
vast universe to sub-atomic particles.

However time doesn’t stand still for anyone and even while you read
this ground-breaking innovations are taking place round the world.

These Emerging Technologies will impact business and the world we
know as never before. Today it is more important than ever to try to
understand them.

I would deliver a Keynote address to bring to your notice these
technologies, how they are impact the world, and your possibilities
in understanding & utilizing them.

Tuesday, 28th January 2020. Be sure not to miss it.

Vishal P Pandey



Emerging Technologies
Analyzing Future of Business and Education in 2020- 2030

KeyNote Address Even Semester 2019-20
28 January 2020; 11:00 am



The past years 
served their purpose

2019, and for that matter past decade has been 
fabulous for science. We successfully decoded vital 
details from huge expanses of the vast space to 
intricate sub-atomic particles. 

Mankind is certainly closer to understanding the 
laws of nature than ever before.



But this is just another beginning…



You must reskill & Learn just 
to stay relevant

Today, we are witnessing an
unprecedented change in the
exponential technologies where
legacy skills, tools and technologies
have become obsolete. New-age
digital professionals proficient in AI,
IoT are being called upon to enter
the talent workforce – with a new
set of skills. One of the core
competencies of the Indian
technology workforce has been its
ability to onboard new talent at a
rapid pace. Now, organizations will
be deeply tested as they attempt to
respond to a changing landscape
over the next decade



2019 in pictures

The Image is of a black hole,
generated by the Event
Horizon Telescope, with data
stitched together by a team of
200 people, who used images
from eight observatories on
four continents. The collective
resolution was so high that
somebody sitting in Paris could
read a newspaper in New York.
Seeing is believing!



2019 in pictures

The first effective vaccine against the deadly Ebola virus was administered in 2019. Ervebo, from 
Merck, has proved 90 per cent effective.



2019 in 
pictures

• Image of a tiny teenager standing up at the United Nations General 
Assembly and shaming world leaders for their lack of enthusiasm in 
combating climate change.



Decade of 2020’s calls for some new tools!



Job Market is Changing



Supply chain firm Ninjacart is 
connecting farmers, retailers 
using tech

• Ninjacart connects farmers with 
retailers via a network of more 
than 200 collection centres and 
1,200 warehouses across the 
country. It moves over 1,400 
tonnes of fresh produce per day, 
having doubled its volumes in the 
last four months.

• “Technology plays a major role for 
us, otherwise it would not be 
possible to do it at this (scale). 
Every process and action is 
governed by technology,” says 
Thirukumaran Nagarajan, CEO and 
co-founder of Ninjacart. “You can’t 
keep training the employees every 
minute. Everyone is given an app 
and they have to just follow the 
instructions in the app. The brain 
resides inside the system,” he 
adds.

https://www.business-standard.com/topic/ninjacart
https://www.business-standard.com/topic/ninjacart


Emerging 
Construction 
Technologies

Mobile Technology

Building Information Monitoring 
(BIM)

Artificial Intelligence & Machine 
Learning

IOT- Drones, Site Sensors & 
Wearables

Augmented Reality/ Virtual 
Reality

3D Printing

Robots & Autonomous Heavy 
Equipment's

Offsite Construction



Collaboration in Civil 
Engineering



eSIMs can bring a revolution in 
India's connected device ecosystem

• As more devices get connected, the market 
for eSIMs is expected to explode. In areas such 
as connected cars, manufacturing and 
consumer durables, the use of eSIMs are 
already getting adopted, with some industry 
heavyweights as well as startups backing the 
technology. According to an estimate by Data 
Bridge Market Research, the 
global eSIM market stood at $180.3 million in 
2017, and it is projected to expand at a CAGR 
of 29.4 per cent between 2018 and 2025.

• In May this year, the Department of 
Telecommunication (DoT) even released 
guidelines for use of machine to machine 
(M2M) communication SIMs, including eSIMS,

• Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M) is starting the 
use of this technology in its connected vehicles 
platform DigiSense to address multiple 
consumer segments — farmers, commercial 
vehicle drivers, fleet operators or car owners.

• DigiSense 2.0 platform- Arvind Bharadwaj, 
chief technology officer, farm equipment 
sector, M&M.

https://www.business-standard.com/topic/esim


eSIMs & 
Vehicle 
Tracking

The first DigiSense-enabled Mahindra vehicles 
launched in 2016 were light commercial vehicles 
like Mahindra Jeeto, construction equipment 
vehicle Mahindra Earthmaster, heavy commercial 
vehicles of the Mahindra Blazo series and Mahindra 
Jivo tractors. The company also has fleet 
management solutions for truck operators to 
digitise crucial operations, including tracking and 
advanced vehicle health monitoring and reporting, 
among other things, which ensure efficient usage of 
fuel and reduced downtime.

Tata Communications has developed a software 
solution called MOVE. DRVR, a Thailand-based 
international fleet management application 
provider that operates its fleets across Thailand, 
Myanmar, the Philippines and Indonesia, uses the 
MOVE platform to convert information collected 
from vehicles across countries into actionable 
insights.



Kirloskar goes A.I. way

• We have seen a much better planning and operations process via 
our AI system which is reducing delivery times to customers, says 
Sanjay Kirloskar

• We are interested in understanding the new technologies 
available, but the ability to monetise them is the most important 
aspect before starting a project. There needs to be a clear 
benefit either to the customer, which they value, adding 
stickiness to the brand or a tangible benefit to the company 
operations. We operate the world’s largest 3D printer for pumps 
and also various other technologies like artificial intelligence 
(AI), augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). Each of these 
are deployed in specific areas where the company believes there 
is value.

https://www.business-standard.com/topic/augmented-reality
https://www.business-standard.com/topic/virtual-reality


Satellites will 
drive IoT 
connections

Low-cost, high- speed and ever-present 
connectivity can be a reality with new 
satellite technologies that are rapidly 
changing the communications sector

IoT is increasingly shifting to satellite-
based connectivity solutions. The world’s 
largest connectivity providers are now 
focusing on IoT solutions. These include 
Iridium, OrbComm, Inmarsat, Globalstar 
and Vodafone IoT.

https://www.business-standard.com/topic/iot
https://www.business-standard.com/topic/iot


Wave and pay 
with SoftPos

• A new wave of technology is now ready to change the mobile 
based payment system

• A new wave of technology is now ready to change the mobile 
based payment system once again. SoftPOS or software that 
replaces a point of sale (PoS) machine is graining traction across 
the world.

• A typical PoS machine has chip-based connectivity that enables 
payments for consumers and merchants. The next wave has been 
led by SoftPos which is embedded in phones which enables them 
to connect and communicate with each other. For this the phones 
need to use NFC technology.

• Global communications and payment giants are now coming 
together to promote SoftPos since it reduces the need for physical 
machines for most transactions. There are two advantages that 
SoftPos has. A retailer doesn’t have to invest in a physical 
machine. Secondly, the retailer will not have to pay heavy fees to a 
third party POS provider

• Startup Zup.cash is taking SoftPos to a wide audience



Changes are 
evident



Curiosity 
never killed 
any cat!



Non- Core 
Sectors which 
are already 
using new 
Technologies

1. Insurance

2. Education

3. Restaurant & Food 
Supply

4. Hotel Industry

5. Manufacturing & 
Production

6. Finance

7. Trade & Global 
Economics

8. Digital Economy

9. Health & Healthcare

10. Media, Entertainment 
& Culture

11. City Planning, 
Infrastructure & Urban 
Services

12. Retail 

13. Supply Chain 

Management

14. Energy

15. Environment & 
Ecology

16. Automobile & Travel 
Industry

17. Legal & Para-legal 
Services

18. Accounting

19. Cybersecurity

20. Security

21. Defence



Use of Technology in Insurance

Most Insurance Companies are using the 
below technologies:

• Predictive Analysis for
• Pricing and risk selection
• Identifying customers at risk of cancellation
• Identifying risk of fraud
• Triaging claims
• Identifying outlier claims
• Anticipating trends

• Artificial Intelligence (AI)

• Machine Learning

• Social Media Data

• Telematics

• Chatbots

• Drones

Further Read: 
https://www.duckcreek.com/blog/insurance-
technology-trends/

https://www.imaginea.com/5-digital-trends-
transforming-insurance-industries/

https://www.pwc.in/assets/pdfs/consulting/f
inancial-services/competing-in-a-new-age-of-
insurance.pdf

https://www.duckcreek.com/blog/insurance-technology-trends/
https://www.imaginea.com/5-digital-trends-transforming-insurance-industries/
https://www.pwc.in/assets/pdfs/consulting/financial-services/competing-in-a-new-age-of-insurance.pdf


Use of Technology in 
Insurance- Case Study

• https://artivatic.ai/home

https://artivatic.ai/home


Screwvala & 
Online 

Education

• Screwvala, who's produced over 50 films including 
hits such as Jodha Akbar, A Wednesday, Chennai 
Express, Rang De Basanti and Barfi!, has started 
UpGrad, which is an online educational start-up.

• Education is growing at double digits — the reason 
he’s putting his heft behind UpGrad. Screwvala owns 
75 per cent of the venture. Since inception, it has 
signed on 15,000 students who spend an average of 
Rs 2.8 lakh on various courses, and is clocking Rs 240 
crore in annual revenue. It is what Screwvala says 
will be his biggest play yet. “If telecom changed the 
game for how business was done in India then we 
need 20 more of those systemic game-changers to 
take us to the next level." He counts education and 
tourism as examples.



World’s Largest Internet 
Restaurant Company!



Rebel Foods -
Cloud Kitchen

Jaydeep Barman | Co-founder and CEO | Rebel Foods

World’s largest internet restaurant company”, and is valued at over 
$500 million.

Riding on food delivery platforms, the food tech company can 
operate multiple “restaurants” from a single cloud kitchen. Its 
kitchen has robotics and automation and the company has rules 
for every dish at the three components of ingredients, dispensing 
and movement. The new recipes and machines are created in its 
culinary innovation lab and an industrial innovation design centre.



Technology in 
Kitchen



Technology in Kitchen

• Cooking may not be rocket science, but when you are feeding over 1.7 
million children in 14,314 schools, it could be a fit case for employing the 
latest technologies to ramp up operational efficiency. Akshaya Patra, the 
world’s largest NGO-run mid-day meal programme with 38 kitchens spread 
across 12 states, is one such mammoth enterprise, and it’s using cutting 
edge technologies to help fulfil its goal of alleviating hunger among school 
children.

• At the Jigani kitchen, this data is being collected digitally and converted into 
unique codes via blockchain. An analysis of the codes indicates that there is a 
potential to improve kitchen efficiency by 20 per cent, which could translate 
into a massive jump in productivity and a rise in the number of meals by 
several thousands. Managed by Microsoft Dynamics, an enterprise resource 
planning software, Akshaya Patra’s data management system takes into 
account everything from demand, procurement, planning for production, 
cooking, tracking of the transport vehicles, right down to the performance of 
its finance module.



Hotel Industry 
gets smart!

1. Smart Energy 
Management

2. Predictive 
Maintenance

3. Smart Guest 
Experiences eg-
Smart 
Roomservice

4. Automated check-
in and check out

5. Chatbots
6. Smart concierge 

and mobility 
solutions

7. Near-field 
communication 

(NFC) technology
8. Smart Reserved 

Parking
9. Mobile Room 

Keys
10. Smart Marketing 

Practices
11. Online Reputation 

Management 
Technology



Future of 
Cinema

Onyx, Samsung’s technological innovation for 
movie theatres, is an LED screen that replaces 
conventional projection and promises to deliver 
unbeatable picture quality and vibrant colours.

Samsung’s Onyx Cinema LED Screen can play 2K 
or 4K content almost in a plug-and-play manner. 
It is DCI-certified (Digital Cinema Initiatives) — a 
standardisation for creating digital film formats 
for theatres — which means that it doesn’t need 
a different film format.



Additional 
Reading 
Materials



A.I. , Machine Learning, Deep Learning



Big Data, Data Science



Machine Learning

To become an expert in 
machine learning, you first 
need a strong foundation in 
four learning areas:

1. Coding,

2. Mathematics,

3. ML Theory, and 

4. How to build your own 
ML project



AI Software

There are four different types of AI Software:

• Artificial Intelligence Platforms: This will provide 
the platform for developing an application from 
scratch. Many built-in algorithms are provided in 
this. Drag and drop facility makes it easy to use.

• Chatbots: This software will give the effect that a 
human or person is doing in a conversation.

• Deep Learning Software: It includes speech 
recognition, image recognition etc.

• Machine Learning Software: Machine learning is 
the technique which will make the computer to 
learn through data.



Living Machine!



Ignore Technology at 
your own risk!


